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SUNMARY
A simplified aerodynamic theory of the cyclogiro ro-
P tating wing is presented herein. In addition, examples
have been calculated showing the effect on the rotor char-
acteristics of varying the design parameters of the rotor.
* A performance prediction, on the bas’is of the theory here
developed, is appended, showing the performance to be ex-
pected of a machine employing this system of sustefitation.
.-
.
The aerodynamic principles of the cyclogiro ar~ sound; — -
hovering flight, vertical climb, and a reasonable forward
speed may be o%tained witk. a normal expenditure of power.
Autorotation in a gliding descent is availa%le in the e~iint
,’ of a power-plant failure. .. .
INTRODUCTION
. In carrying out a program of research on the general
problem of rotating-wing systems, the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics has undertaken a study of a power-
driven rotor vhich, because of the cycloidal path descriliGd
by the %ladee, is called the ‘Icyclogiro.il This rotor pos-
sesses..promise in the field of hovering flight and vertical
ascent, in addition to a reasonable speed in level flight.
I’or the purpose of investigating the basic merit of
its aerodynamic principles, a simplified aerodynamic theory
of the cyclogiro has been developed and is here presented.
In its present form the theory must be considered as giving
only qualitative results because of the simplifying assump-
tions found necessary in its derivation. I?or illustrative
purpos6~, the theory has been applied to a rotor of assumed
proportions, and the variat$oq of the rotor characteristics
with changes in the ~aqic rotor parameters is Sho-wtifn the
form of horsepower-re’quired curves. -..—-
. —.— .—. ..— —_
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DESCRIPTION
The cyclogiro rotating-wing eystem 2s shown in figure
1. The rotor consists of several blades rotating about a
horizontal axis perpendicular to the direction of normal
flight. The angle of the individual blades to the tangent
of the circle of the blade~s path is varied by a double-
cam arrangement so designed that the periodic oscillation
of the blades shout their span axis may be changed both in
amplitude and in phase” angle (fig. 2). The net force on
the rotor may thus be varied In magnitude and direction by
movements of the cams.
THEORY
Referring to ftgure 2, velocitie8 are those of the
rotor with respect to the air and are positive upward and
in the direction of normal flight, also in the direction
of rotation and radially outward. Yorces are po~ltive in
the same direction as velocitlee except that tangential
forces are positive when resistfng rotation. Blade angles
are positive when the blade trailing edge is closer than
the leading edge to the rotor axis.
Force and power coefficients wI1l be based on the tip
speed and projected area of the rotors and are defined by
the following equations:
z
—.
Cz = P~R3s
where Cz ie the vertical force coefficient J,.i
z is the vertical force, lb.
is the air density, slugB per cu.ft.
[.
h is the rotor angular velocity, rad. per -sec.
R is the rotor radius, ft, .
s is the blade length parallel to the rotor
axis, ft.
where Cx is the horizontal force t?oefficient
x is the horizontal force, lb.
(2)
. .
F
-..
.“,
.
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where CP is the coefficient of power required
P is the power required, ft.-lb. per sec.
It is assumed that the horizontal and “~ertical in-
duced velocities v= and due to the generation of
the forces X and Z are
‘z
constant in magnitude through-
out the rotor cylinder and, by analogy with propeller
theory, are onehalf the velocity fncrernent- imparted to
the air in producing X and Z.. Then if V is the trans-
lational velocity of the rotor and 9 the flight-path
angle referred to the horizontal forward, let
@R = v“ Cos G + Vx (4)
AC2R = Vsin Oi-vz (5)
and vi = QR( k2 + W2 )! (6)
-.-.——
where Tf is the resultari”t ve~o”c~~y.
These velocities are diagramed in figure 3.
It is further assumed that the area from which the
induced velocity v= is calculated is that of a circle of
diameter s, in all cases where V’ cos 0 exc”eeds an arbi-
t-ratiyfraction - say 0.1 - of the tip speed; when v Cos e
< O.lQR, the area is assumed to be that of a rectangle
of length s and width 2R. This is equivalent to assum-
ing that the rotor in forward flight acts like a monoplane
in so far as the induced velocity Vti is concerned. The
arbitrary speed O.lQR has no great significance, since
the extreme conditions of hovering flight and maxim-im “for-
ward speed are unaffected by it; its application to 13uh-
sequqnt examples has been the termination of the horse-
power-required curves before the velocity of, translation
reach~d zero. The use of the cross-sectional area 2Rs in ,
hovering flight is equivalent to assuming that the rotor
acts like a propeller. It is apparant that any error in-
troduced by these assumptions will be quantitative, and
will not affect the qualitative relations o“btained in the
subsequent expressions. The induced velocity
‘x
i8 as-
sime’d to be derived from the area 2Rs in all cases.
—-— . -. .—
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2Z 2Cz flR2
v= —. =
z ~71~~2 Ils(v+ua)$
x c~~R
‘x=— 4pVlRs = ~w~
Stibstituting the values for
‘x
and Vz
tions (4) and (5), they become
V sin 8 2CZR
A= -.flr + ——
Ils(A2+ W2) 4
v Cos e + Cx
w = -fi— ‘“—
4( A2+ ~2 )$
.
(7)
(8)
in equa-
(9)
.
(10)
Equations (9) and (10) may be used to ~olve for h
as a function of y if it is assumed that
;~~+~+ ~
is negligible in comparison with ~ l
QR
Dividing (9) by (10),
A 2CZR
. = tan &+ --—— (11)
M Tr~s(A3 + ~=)+
Let the tangential and radial velocities at the blade
be designated
‘t and Ur, respectively; let the result-
ant velocity be designated U, making the angle @
with the tangent .to the path circ~e. Then, referring “to
figure 4,
‘t
=QR- u~R sin~+ h~~R cos ~ (ii)
where $ is the blade-position angle referred to the hori-
zontal forward
u= = U~R cos W+ A~R sin ~ (13)
u= =’ *t tan @ (24)
.
.
1
I
-.
l
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It will be assumed that @ is small, so that
tan @ =@, Then
U*=U
u= = u@
-5
(15)
(16)
The angle-of-attack variation of the blades is a
sinusoidal function of ~, arid the instantaneous geo-
metrical angle u can be expressed as ;
a = CL. + ctA Cos( v-c) (17)
where (XO is a constant angle setting with resFect to
the tangent of the blade-path circle
ctA is the amplitude of the varyiag angle
is the value of $ at which \he varying part
..
c
of the angle is a positive maximum
The aerodynamic angle of attack
difference betwa-en u
Then ~ iS f3qUal to the ‘-
and @ .
aT =CL-@= Cl_ Q+a-qcos(wd. (18)o
For the straight-line portion of the lift curve, ill%
blade lift coefficient may be writtenCL .
CL
= a~T (19)
—
dCL
where a i.s — for the blade prof5.le, a being in ra-
,. da
di~an measure. From this relation and equation (18), the
instant~neous lift L and drag D of a blade may be
written
L =’$pUeSaaT
~
D=2P U2 s CDO .
where s is the blade area
(20)
.
CDO is the average profile-drag coefficient of
the blade section.
L
,
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It is possible to express the- profile drag of an air-
foil section as a function of the minimum drag and the
lift coefficient, but the inaccuracies incident to the as-
sumptions regarding the inflow and the angle @ do not
justify such refinement. A value will be arbitrarily afi- ,
eigned to CDO , 50 percent greater than the minimum drag
of the section, when applied in the equatlons~ and will be
assumed constant over the range of useful angles of.attack.
UF tO this point,”---”equations ban ‘been derived for the
forces on only one blade. In su@ming up the net force due
to several blades, it wtll be assumed that Interference
between blades may be neglected.
The resolution of tho
.,
L and D forces into X and
Z components (see fig. 4). results in the equations
..-
.
where b is the number of blades.
Substituting from equations (12), (13), (15), (16),
(18), and (20), integrating, and simplifying,
(24)
cs -- then
(25)
.,
J
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.
(27)_
?.
Energy is dissipated in the rotor only in the main-
tenance of the X and Z forces and in the losses aris-
ing from the ~lade profile drag. From equations (23) and
(24) ft is seen that X and Z“ involve the profile-drag
coefficient; the power required for this part of the X
and Z forces introduces the same factor twice into the
power equation when the integra”l for the profile losses
is eet up. Adding a term to cancel
term in the X and Z force’s, the
the power requried is written
out the profile-drag
equation determining
Substituting from (11) and (1’4) and reducing to co-
efficient form,
Equations (11), (26), (2’7), and (29) for h, CZ, Cx,
and C
?
respectively, determine uniquely the condition of
operat on of the rotor when the physical dimensions tip
speed, air speed, an-d f~lg-ht-pa”th angle are “chbsen; ‘thiit
is , the power required to fly a g~ven. roto~r”at .a”~ive~
speed in a given direction can be calculated. Equation
(29) may be used to show that the cyclogiro will autorotate
in the event of a power~lent failure. From equations
(26) and (27), it is seen that Cy and c~ may be given
any desired value by c;%anging the &ontrol parameters aA
and c.” In a glide, the velocity factor % b6c6me&-nega-
tive, as can be demonstrated by reference to equation (9).
.—
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The first terni of equation (9) is negative when e is
negative; the second term is positive, but the relative.
,magnitude of the two terms may be varied by increasing V,
which increases the absolute magnitude of both M and L
This increase in V increases the nagnitude of the nega-
tive first term, and decreases the magnitude of the posi-
tive second term, since all quantities but w and L are
constant. The resultant expression for A must then be-
come negative as V increases if it was not negative at
the start. Regardless, then, of the initial rate of ro-
tation, equation (29) shows that the power coefficient
may bo given a negative value, CPsupplying an accelerating
torque which may be used to attain any desired rate of ro-
tation. Once rotation is attained, the values of aA and
may be adjusted so that the Z force equals the weight,
~he X force, the horizontal component of the drag, and
the power coefficient
CP
is equal to zero-; the condi-
tion of steady flight at zero power, or autorotation, is
then demonstrated.
.
.
DISCUSSION
For mathematical simplicity it has been assumed in the
development of the theory that the induced velocities v=
and v= are constant in magnitude throughout the rotor
cylinder; this assumption introduces an error which prob-
ably varies in sign around the periphery of the rotor cyl-
inder and which should have.a relatively small effect upon
the net forcee and torque. The assumption that the tangent
of @ may be equated to @ introduces an appreciable error
when w 18 large, but only where cos ~ is nearly unity;
where the cosine ~ is large, the blade forces In normal
flight are small, so that again the net forces and torque
are reasonably accurate.
The area Within which the air is Influenced by the ro-
tor forces has been aasumed by analogy with monoplane air-
foil theory and propeller theory. It is thought that the
assumptions made regarding these areas are satisfactory;
but errors introduced in so assuming are purely quantita-
tive and do not affect any qualitative relatlogs established
in the theory.
!lhe assumption stating that .the interference is neglf-
.
ible introduces an error which probably varies directly
\w th the number of blades and the rotor solidity. It iS
.
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felt , however, that correction may be made for the inter-
ference by multiplying by an empirical constant, which
will be obtained from the analysis of experimental data.
It is reasonable to assume that Interference will intro-
duce only a quantitative error in the net forcds deduced
by the” equations developed in this paper.
On the basis of the preceding paragraphs, it can be
stated that the equations developed for the net forces
and torque of the cyclogiro rotor give satisfactory quali-
tative relations between the rotor characteristics and the
parameters affecting them. It can then be stated that the
aerodynamic principles of the cyclogiro a-re sound. It
should be pointed out, however, that serious structural
difficulties will attend the practical application of these
principles. The control system will be necessarily com-
plicated mechanically, and gyroscopic couples in the ro-~oti
will add complexities. The system possesses sufficient
promise, nevertheless, to justify further work, and it id
recommended that this theoretical study be supplemented
by experiment.
-,
--
EXAMPLES
.-
Examples are attached showing the calculated effect
of the basic rotor parameters on the power requirements
of a sample rotor. The dimensions and physical character-
istics of the saqple rotor are given in ta%le I.
..
In the consideration,of the influence of the solidity
and rotor loading on the rotor characteristics, it must be
remembered that a blade ehould not be permitted to attain
a stalling angle of attack in normal flight. With this
point in view, the maximum instantaneous blade lift coei?-
ficient was calculatedfor an average set of conditioris
from equations (14) and (18), and compared with the aver-
age blade lift coefficient %“ The coefficient C
%ade area; arid i6””‘~o~~~Ais based on the tip speed and
from the expression
.
c 2W Cz -= .—- = . (30)
LA I$cs!mlzp fief ..
It was found that the maximum instantaneous CL was from
four to five times CLA” TIILs definitely limits the vari-
..- —
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tion, one at a time, of the solidlty, rotor loading, and
tip speed, although CL may be held at a reasonable val-
.A
ue by varying two or more parameters at the same time.
The effect of the aspect-ratio factor -~ is ehown
in figure 5 and needs little comment. ?In f gure 6, a eet
of curves has been calculated in which the tip speed for
any solidity has been varied to keep CLA constant. It
is seen that high 8olldities are advantageous, although
the neglected interference effects may tend to neutralize
the decrease in power requirement shown. Figure 7 pre-
sents the effect of changing ~; while keeping the
weight constant. In this @xample also, CL
+
has been
held constant hy changing the tip! speed wi h rotor load-
l ing. The crossing of the power-required curves for the
three loadings shown is due to the fact that the ratio be-
tween the induced and profile power requirements varies
with the loading under the assumed conditions. Figure 8
shows the effect of varying CLA by changing the eolidlty,
the rotor ‘loading, and the tip speed. The power required
for the rotor defined in table I is shown for comparison.
The increase in power required as CLA t~ decreased is
smallest, at low speed, when the rotor is enlarged; at high
‘speed, the smallest increment is obtained by increasing the
tip speed, while the largest increment is obtained by en-
largirig the rotor. The power required for hovering is
shown in figuree 9 and 10 as induced and paraeitic power,
the two factors being independent. Contqol characteristics
are shown in figures 11 and 12, where the variation in the
X and Z forces with c and C%A; -~ectively, is pre-
sented.
The performance of a complete c~cloglro, the physical
characteristics and dlmension~. o? which are sho.vn.+n table
II, has been calculated and is presented in figures 18,
14, and 15. It will be noted that the assumed drag area
of 20 square feet is conservative, evcin allowing for the
necessary structural complications. It was considered
useful to add to the performance &alculation figure 16, in
which the values of aA and c -for the gliding phase of
flight are shown as functions of air speed. Despite the
conservative parasite drag aseumed, the calculated per-
formance !.~ striking. Although the equations given do not
apply at low forward ~peeds, the horsepower-required. curvee
have been faired in to the point determined at zero forward
speed.
.
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CONCLUSIONS
The cyclogiro rotating-wing system is aerodynamical-
ly sound in principle.
Hovering flight, vertical ascent, and reasonable for-
ward speed are obtained without the excessive expenditure
of power in the cyclogiro.
The cyclogiro rotor will autorotate in a glidin-g”d’a~
scent .
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., Jul’g 14, 1933.
v
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TABLE I
Assumed Basic Rotor Characterietice
Radius R = 6.0 ft.
Span s = 24.0 ft.
Blade chord -c. = 0.472 ft.
Solldity o = 0.05
Weight w = 1,440 lb.
Rotor loading v~-= = 5.00 lb. per sq. ft.
Pitch setting a. = 0°
Tip speed L.nR= 300 ft. per sec.
Lift-curve slope a = 5.00
Average profile-drag CD* = 0.015
coefficient
.
.
Parasite drag area
‘R = 8.0 sq. ft. = drag
area propelled by
rotor
.
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TABLE II
Complete Cyclogiro Characteristics
Gross weight =
3rake “hp, available =
Parasite drag area =
Number of rotors =
Loss in transmitting power =
to rotor
CDO =
a. =
3,000 lb.
300 hp.
.
20 Sq. ft. (total)
2
10 percent
0.075
245 ft. per sec.
6.00 ft.
24.0 ft.
5.21 lb. per sq. ft.
0.015
0°
5.00 ‘
—
Note: Rotore are assumed to act independently.
.
,
l
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Figure 2.-Diagram of rotor system.
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R’iguieZ.-Velocity diagram.
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2RS = 5 lb./sq.ft.
AD = 8“sq.ft.
2RS = 288 sq.ft.
e = 00
= 0.050
&* = 500 ft./see
CLA = 0.297
Air speed, m.p.h.
.
.
Figure 5.-Influence of span-diameter ratio on cyclogiro rotor char-
acteristics.
,
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w
ZiG = 5 lb./sq.ft.
R = 6 ft.
s = 24 ft.
.
~?&2
= 4500
CLA = 0.297
200
160
120
80
40
o“ 20 40 6!3 80 100
Air speed, m.p.h.
Note: CR varied with 6 to keep C- constant.tiA
E’igure6.-Influence of BOlidity on cyclogiro rotor characteristics.
.-
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w = 1440 lb.
= O*CEO
:=00
Fig. 7
CLA = 0.297
200
1s0
40
0
-s=2
f
w
= 5-s.
20 40 60 80 100
Air speed, m.y~h.
Note: CIRvaried to keep (&COIMItaDt. Loading varied
by changing rotor size.
Figure 7.-Influence of rotor loading on cyclogiro rotor character--- -
istics.
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* CL = 0.297
A
= 0.050
& = 300 ft.,/sec
w
K
= 5.0 lb./sq.ft.
w = 1440 1%.
%-=2
~=8 sq.ft.
e = 00
I I
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I I /// :
-H=F-Pl-‘-+-i-
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20 40 60 80 100
Air speed, m.p.h.. .-
“Note: Curves are Ialmled to indicate psrameter
that has been changed to alter C
LA
Fi.gxre8.-Effect on cyclogrio rotor characteristics of
%y different methods.
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Figux’e
2RS = 288 Sq.ft.
Indl..cQdhc)rsopo~ “er re(pired
2 4 6 8 10
Rotor loading,W/2Rs, lb./sq.ft.
9.-Hovoring flight;induced-power reg~iremeat of the cyclogiro
rotor.
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2RS = 288 sq.ft.
CDO = 0.015
I I
41 1 I I
o 100 300 400
Tip meed, Ci3,ft./see
.
—
Figure 10.-IIoveringflight;parasitic-power re~irement of the cyclogiro
rotor.
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w
= 5 lb./sq. ft.
s
m= zoo ft./s’ec.
%-=
2
v = 1440 lb.
6 = 0.050
a = 5.0
= 0.40
t = 0°
aA = 24.80
en = 16.80
400
0
“-200
-400
–“
.-—
—.
—..
Ax
—
— .—
/ ‘
I I
-4 -2 0 2 4
Ac, degrees
.
Figure il.-Level flight: cyclogiro rotor control characteristics.
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Rotor characteristics as in table II
Brake horsepower = 300 hp
Para~ito drag area = 20 sq.ft.
Gross weight = 3,000 l-b.
Figure 13.- Level flight; cyclogim ?erfcmmance.
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0 400 800 1.333 1600
Rate of &l.imb,ft.~min.
Rotor characteristics as in table II
Brake horsepower = 300 hp
Parasite drag area = 20 sq.ft.
Gross weight = 2,000 1%.
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Figure 14.- Cyclogiro performance, in climb.
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Fiegl”e16.- Glidir..;flight; cyclcziro performance;
control ea@es required.
